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Abstract - This paper present a method to combine SAS
(Synthetic Aperture Sonar) imaging of stationary targets
with moving target detection and imaging. The proposed
method uses a likelihood ratio for moving target detection in
a wide band (WB) SAS system. For this paper, WB is defined
as any systems having a large fractional bandwidth, i.e. an
ultra wide frequency band combined with a wide antenna
beam. The developed method combines time domain fast
backprojection SAS processing methods with moving target
detection using space-time processing.
In the paper defocusing and detection of moving
targets are investigated. Both the trajectory and the location
of the moving target is given by mathematical expressions.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the latest years there has been a growing interest in time
domain fast backprojection techniques for image formation
in Synthetic Aperture Sonar (SAS) [1] and in synthetic
aperture radar (SAR). The main reason for the interest is
that these methods are claimed to handle the motion
compensation more easily than the FFT based methods.
Another reason for the growing interest is that the fast
backprojection methods now are claimed to be as fast as
the FFT methods [2,3].
The domain of different Fast Backprojection Methods can
be categorized based upon the number of stages used in the
processing. In global backprojection [4] there is only one
stage, the range data are directly used to form an image,
and no intermediate beamforming stage is used. In twostage algorithms there is an intermediate step with
beamforming over sub-apertures, an example of a two
stage algorithm is Fast Backprojection Algorithm [5]. In
multi-stage algorithms beams are formed of beams formed

at the stage before. Examples of multi stage algorithms are
for Quadtree Backprojection [2] and Fast Factorized
Backprojection [3]. For beamforming in sonar the
algorithm [6] has similar structure.
When a SAR or SAS image are formed the moving target
will be unfocused and displaced. Using an array antenna
with different spatial input channels will give the
possibility to discriminate a moving target from clutter.
This has for many years been an important topic in the
radar community. In the latest years there have been a
growing interest to combine moving target detection with
SAR processing for low frequency SAR systems [12]. At
low frequencies a large integration angle is needed to
detect and image the moving target. Therefore new
algorithms have been developed for moving target
detection [7] and imaging. Because backprojection has
been found to be efficient for WB systems the proposed
algorithm given in this paper combines backprojection
with space time processing. Due to similarities between
SAS and low frequency SAR we propose a algorithm
originally developed for low frequency SAR to detect
moving targets SAS systems.
II. FOCUSING
In this this work we consider a moving platform with the
transmitter and receiver array, and a moving target which
we want to detect and image. As normal in this type of
study we assume a linear motion of the platform and the
targets.
A non-moving target on the seabed will at the
sensor cause a hyperbolic range migration as the platform
passes by. This hyperbolic migration is well known from
SAR and SAS literature. If there is a moving target on the
seabed it will also cause a hyperbolic range migration at

the platform. However this hyperbolic function will have
another shape then the hyperbolic function of the
stationary target. The unmatched distance will cause
unfocusing and dislocation of the moving targets in the
SAS image, as seen in [8,9]. To focus the moving target
the shape of it’s hyperbola has to be considered. It has
been shown that all moving targets will be focused
considering the proper relative speed [10].
We will in this paper consider moving targets in SAS data.
Therefore we will not only restrict the consideration of
moving targets on the seabed but rather targets moving in
the water masses. The range migration of a moving target
with the freedom to move in all coordinate directions is
given by
R (t ) =
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(2.1)

where x 0 , y 0 and z 0 is the position of the moving target
at t = 0 ,

v x , v y v z is the speed of the moving target in

v p , is the speed of the platform

the three directions and

moving on the x-axis. This distance can be rewritten to

R ( t ) = γ m2 ( v pl t − X 0 ) + Y02 = γ m2 ( x pl − X 0 ) + Y02 (2.2)
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by identification of (2.1) in (2.2) we get
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directions will be focused if they have a relative speed
given by γ p . From the curvature the image impulse
response can be found.
The SAS process will place energy of the moving target in
the SAS image considering distance and Doppler. At time t
the position of the moving target will be given by

rt ( t ) = rp ( t )

(2.3)

v 2p

(2.6)

rt′ ( t ) = rp′ ( t )
where

rt is the range of the moving target and rp is the

assumed range used in the image formation

rt ( t ) = γ t2 ( v pl t − X t ) + Yt 2
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Solving this equation (2.6-2.7) at time t will give us the
appearance at time t in the SAS image. The trajectory
( X p , Yp ) of the target will then be given by considering all t
used in the azimuth integration. In image coordinates the
trajectory is given by

γ p2γ t2 ( X t − X p )
+ 2
=1
2
Yt γ t − γ p2
Yt 2
Yp2

2
z

γ p . In this case all targets moving in all

2

(2.8)

If γp<γt the equation is an equation describing an elips with
X0 =

axis Yt and

x0 ( v pl − vx ) − y0v y − z0vz

(2.4)

γ t2v pl

Y0 = x02 + y02 + z02

γ t2 − γ p2 / γ pγ t and centre point at ( X t , 0 ) .

If γp=γt the image is focused so X p = X t and Yp = Yt .

If γp>γt the equation is a hyperbola with transverse axis

( x (v
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(2.5)

which means that to focus any moving target we have to
consider the relative speed between the platform and the
moving target. The position in the focused SAS image will
be given by the image coordinates X0 and Y0. Notice that
this also holds for non-moving targets where γ t = 1 ,

X 0 = x0 , and Y0 = x02 + y02 + z02 .
When a moving target is present in the SAS image and we
process the image considering another relative speed, the
moving target will appear as unfocused. We now
determine the curvature of the moving target, having a
relative speed coefficient γ t but is imaged in a SAS

2Y p and conjugate axis 2 γ t2 − γ p2 / γ pγ t . The shapes
are described and illustrated in Fig. 1.

more, and the next stages in the algorithm has to consider a
more accurate relative speed. As the resolution or
integration time increases a more accurate relative speed is
needed. In [9] a two stage backprojection algorithm is used
to focus moving targets. In the paper, beams at first stage
are processed at ground speed. In the second stage the
ground speed beams are combined considering relative
speed to final resolution.
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Fig. 1. Two moving targets processed at non correct relative speed. In the
left of the figure there is a moving target with speed (1, 0.5, 1) m/s and
on the right a moving target with speed (-1,0.5,1) m/s. The platform
speed is (10, 0, 0) m/s and the integration angle is 30°. Relative speed
coefficient of the two moving targets are approximately 0.9 and 1.1. The
two targets perform hyperbolic and eliptical trajectory due to the incorrect
relative speed.

III. IMAGE FORMATION

In the two stage backprojection algorithms the total
synthetic aperture is divided in equally sized sub-apertures.
In each sub-aperture there are many beams formed for all
different directions over the image area. In next stage these
beams from different sub-apertures are used to form the
image.
In the first stage in multistage algorithms beams
are formed over a very small aperture. These beams are
used in next stage to form new beams with higher
resolution. At every stage new beams are formed using the
beams in the stage before. This procedure can be described
as an iterative process. In the last stage the computed
beams are used to form an image. In this paper we are
interested to show the possibility to detect or imaging
moving targets. Let y r, γ p , m be a beam formed in a

(

)

stage in the fast backprojection processing [7]. The image
formation is given by
M

(

)

h ( X ,Y ,γ p ) = ∑ y r ( X ,Y ,γ p ) ,γ p , m .
m =1

(3.1)

If the relative sub-aperture length (which is a combination
of real aperture and the relative speed) is not to big we can
use the approximation

(

) (

)

y r ( X , Y , γ p ) , γ p , m ≈ y r ( X , Y , γ p ) ,1, m .

(3.2)

In this case we can use beams calculated for one speed
rather at the exact relative speed. At some stage in the
multi-stage algorithms this approximation is not valid any

To detect a moving target an antenna array often is used.
By using space time adaptive processing the spatial
correlated noise from the stationary targets can be
suppressed while all the non-stationary such as moving
target will be detected. In this article we propose an along
track array with a transmitting antenna separated from the
receiving antenna array. However because there will be
bistatic measurements between the transmitting antenna
and the receiving antennas we define an effective antenna
phase centre. The effective antenna centre approximates
the bistatic wave from two displaced antennas as a
monostatic wave from one antenna located in the middle of
the transmitting and receiving antenna. How this
approximation affects SAR processing and moving target
detection is given in [11,12]. The antenna configuration
has a total of L channels and the separation between the
first effective antenna center to the effective antenna centre
of channel l is dl. Fast backprojection methods can easily
handle the bistatic wave originated in the array antenna, so
in the processing there is no need to compensate the
bistatic wave according to [11,12]. However in the space
time processing we have to consider the distance, and in
this work we assume the elements in the array to be
equally separated given by d. The sub-aperture for channel
l is given by
M

(

hl ( X , Y , γ p ) = ∑ yl r ( X , Y , γ p ) , γ p , m
m =1

)

(4.1)

V. MOVING TARGET DETECTION

When a beam is processed with a fast backprojection
method it has a direction connected to Doppler speed of
the non-moving targets. When a moving target is present
the appearance of that target will be shifted due to the
separation of true speed and processing speed. The moving
target will be processed to the same beam as non-moving
targets at another position, as given in section II. We will
in this section use ϕ′ for the true target position and ϕ for
the direction where the target appears in the processing.
If there is no moving target present then the sub-aperture
beam only contain clutter and noise while if a moving
target is present, the sub-aperture beams consist of a
moving target, clutter and noise. The clutter noise has
spatial dependence while noise has no spatial dependency.

The clutter and noise are assumed to be independent of
each other.
To detect a moving target we want to use as big aperture as
possible to increase the signal clutter noise ratio (SCNR).
At the same time we know that the synthetic aperture used
in the clutter suppression can not be as big as the total
integration time do to the strong clutter and the non
stationarity of the clutter [7]. The optimum is very
dependent on system parameters. However the multi-stage
algorithms are very tolerant in this case and we can choose
to do the clutter suppression at any stage in the SAS
processing.
Assume that we have selected the stage were the clutter
suppression should be done. We also assume that this stage
is before the image formation stage. From the available
beams yl r , γ p , m we calculate the beam in wave domain

(

)

yl ( kn , ϕm ) . Where kn is the radius in wave domain and

ϕm

is the direction angle. Using all L channels in the array
 consisting of all beams
we can form a long vector Y
connected to a moving target. To detect a target we have
two hypotheses in the test, H1 with a target present and
 will then for the
H with no target present. The vector Y

Assuming both the correlated and the non correlated noise
to be Gaussian gives us the probability density functions
under H 0 with no target present
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 is the covariance matrix of Y
 . We now assume
where C
a well calibrated system and that the scattering is caused
by a point target having the same scattering strength s0 at
all frequencies and directions, but with a random scattering
phase φ0
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where

 is the vector connected to the moving target, q
Where A
is the vector connected to the correlated noise and n is the
uncorrelated noise. To test if a target is present we use the
likelihood ratio test given by
Λ=

( 2π )
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rmt is the location of the target in the beam, ϕm is
the beam where the target is located, ϕ m′ the true direction

Where

to the target, and d is the distance between the antenna
arrays assuming a linear antenna. Where

rmt and ϕm are

connected to the range migration part given in section II
and dependent on X 0 , Y0 , γ m and γ p .

φ0 is random and distributed uniformly between 0

Since is

and 2π the test variable [13] is given by


2
 HC
 −1 Y
  > λ decision for H 1
A
< λ decision for H 0

(5.7)

Assuming that the resolution cell in the beam y ( r , γ p , m )

contains many scatters, and by that, that the covariance
matrix can be simplified to a large matrix with zeros and
on the diagonal a sub-matrix given by
H
Cnm = E ( q nm + n nm )( q nm + n nm ) 



where

(5.8)

q nm and n nm are the clutter and noise matrix for

the antenna array given one wavenumber in direction m
and frequency n. Using this simplified covariance we get
test looking similar to the image formation in (3.1)
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The question, at which stage in the fast backprojection the
STAP process should be applied is probably only
dependent on the platform motion, the stationarity of the
clutter and the mathematical approximation made in the
SAR processor. The reason for this is that the clutter signal
in many cases is so much stronger than the target signal.
The clutter suppression also has to be performed in an
early stage, due to non linear behaviour of the clutter. In
[7] it was found that the optimum clutter suppression
appeared approximately when the synthetic sub-aperture is
in the size of the far-field condition. However, we believe
that this is very system related issue.
After the clutter suppression is performed the clutter
suppressed beams can be used for sub-aperture beams with
better resolution or be used for image formation. Probably
the clutter suppression has to be done in an early state so
the resolution is increased through some algorithm stages
before the image stage is reached. If a moving target is
detected with the wrong relative speed the proper relative
speed can be estimated from the shape of the moving target
target using (2.8).
In reality some moving targets do not move with the same
speed and direction during the time the target is
illuminated by the SAS system. The linear motion
approximation is limited and the limitation is given by the
target motion and the system performance. However these
targets can be detected or imaged with lower resolution
using part of the illumination time for image construction.
Linear motion can always be applied over shorter periods
of time and when using backprojection methods, it is very
easy to adjust the integration time needed.

VI. DISCUSSION

We have in this paper showed a method that we claim can
be used in SAS data to detect moving targets. The test
image to test if a moving target is present at ( X t , Yt ) with
heading

α

and relative speed coefficient γ t is given by

h ( X t , Yt , γ t ,ν )

2

2

1
= ∑ 2 yc ( rmt , m,ϕ m′ ) =
m=1 Rcm
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 > λ decision for H

1
=
< λ decision for H 0

.

(6.1)

In this test there are some parameters that have to be
selected to get the best performance in the SAS-STAP
processing. The first question is at which stage in the fast
backprojektion should clutter suppression be applied to
merge all array element beams to one beam? How long in
total can the integration time of the target be and how big
are the steps in between tested γ p .
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